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Rejlers technical partner in modernisation of three
Swedish hospitals
Rejlers has won a contract for the electrical design of the power plants for the expansion of
three hospitals in Sörmland, one of the largest ever construction projects in the county. The
contract encompasses the design of electrical systems, selectivity planning and testing, with
Rejlers contributing experienced project management team and local teams of specialists.
Region Sörmland has approved the refurbishment and modernisation of three hospitals: Mälarsjukhuset
in Eskilstuna, Kullbergska Hospital in Katrineholm and Nyköping Hospital. The ‘Hospitals of the Future’
project will be carried out during the period 2020 - 2026 as a strategic partnership between NCC and
Region Sörmland. On behalf of Ohmegi and via a partnering contract for NCC, Rejlers is responsible for
electrical design of the power plants in the project. Rejlers' assignment is now under way and is
expected to continue until the end of 2021 as an initial phase.
"We have extensive experience of similar complex projects as regards electrical design. We are both
very pleased and proud to have won the contract, where our local specialist teams will contribute
expertise and know-how," says Jonas Böös, Business Developer within Rejlers’ Energy Division.
Sörmland is aiming is to become Sweden's healthiest county. The investment in community
development in the form of the expansion and modernisation of hospitals is being made in order to
meet the population’s future health needs. Over a ten-year period, several billion kronor will be invested
in the hospital modernisation programme. This modernisation will support future working methods with
a modern, sustainable and efficient organisation. The new, state-of-the-art medical facilities offers
significantly lower energy consumption, reduced operating costs and a better environment for staff and
patients alike.
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